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A frequency-modulation term has been added to the gammatone auditory filter to produce a filter
with an asymmetric amplitude spectrum. When the degree of asymmetry in this ‘‘gammachirp’’
auditory filter is associated with stimulus level, the gammachirp is found to provide an excellent fit
to 12 sets of notched-noise masking data from three different studies. The gammachirp has a
well-defined impulse response, unlike the conventional roex auditory filter, and so it is an excellent
candidate for an asymmetric, level-dependent auditory filterbank in time-domain models of auditory
processing. ©1997 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~97!02701-X#
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INTRODUCTION

In time-domain auditory models, the spectral analy
performed by the basilar membrane is often simulated b
bank of gammatone auditory filters~see, for example, Patter
sonet al., 1995!. The impulse response of the gammatone

gt~ t !5atn21 exp~22pb ERB~ f c!t !cos~2p f ct1f!

~ t.0!, ~1!

where a, b, n, f c , andf are parameters. ERB(f c) is the
equivalent rectangular bandwidth of the filter, and at mod
ate levels ERB(f c)524.710.108f c in Hz ~Glasberg and
Moore, 1990!. The filter gets its name from the fact that th
envelope formed by the power function and the exponen
is a gamma distribution function, and the cosine carrier i
tone when it is in the auditory range. The amplitude sp
trum of the gammatone filter is essentially symmetric on
linear frequency scale.

The gammatone function was introduced by Johanne
~1972! to characterize impulse-response data gathered ph
ologically from primary auditory fibers in the cat~see Carney
and Yin, 1988, for an overview!. The gammatone has als
been used to characterize spectral analysis in human
moderate levels where the amplitude characteristic of the
ditory filter is nearly symmetric on a linear frequency sca
~see Patterson 1994, for an overview!.

The use of the gammatone filter is limited, however,
the repeated demonstration that, below its center freque
the skirt of the auditory filter broadens substantially w
increasing stimulus level, and above its center frequency
skirt sharpens a little with increasing level~Lutfi and Patter-
son, 1984; Patterson and Moore, 1986; Moore and Glasb
1987!. The level dependence of the auditory filter has be
modeled using the ‘‘roex’’ function~Pattersonet al., 1982;
Glasberg and Moore, 1990; Rosen and Baker, 1994!. But the
roex auditory filter does not have a well-defined impu

a!Electronic mail: irino@nttlab.brl.ntt.co.jp; WWW: http:/
www.brl.ntt.co.jp/people/irino/index.html

b!Electronic mail: roy.patterson@mrc-apu.cam.ac.uk
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response which largely precludes its use in auditory filt
banks. More physiological models of cochlear mechan
~for example, Gigue`re and Woodland, 1994! do not provide
good fits to human masking data; nor do they have su
ciently simple impulse responses for the traditional filterba
architecture.

Irino ~1995, 1996! recently demonstrated that an an
lytic relative of the gammatone function, referred to as t
‘‘gammachirp’’ function, is a theoretically optimum auditor
filter, in the sense that it leads to minimal uncertainty in
joint time and scale representation of auditory signal ana
sis. The derivation of the gammachirp function is based
operator methods~Gabor, 1946; Cohen, 1991, 1993! involv-
ing the Mellin transform~Titchmarsh, 1948!; it is summa-
rized in Appendix A. The gammachirp auditory filter is th
real part of the analytic gammachirp function, Eq.~A20!. It
has an asymmetric amplitude characteristic, and in the
lowing we show that, when the asymmetry is associated w
stimulus level, the gammachirp filter provides an excellen
to human masking data. The gammachirp has a well-defi
impulse response and, with only one parameter more t
the gammatone, it would appear to be an excellent candi
for an asymmetric, level-dependent auditory filterbank.

I. METHOD

A. The power spectrum model with a gammachirp
filter

The impulse response of the gammachirp auditory fi
is

gc~ t !5atn21 exp~22pb ERB~ f r !t !

3cos~2p f r t1c ln t1f! ~ t.0!. ~2!

The only difference between it and the impulse response
the gammatone@Eq. ~1!# is the termc ln t; c is an additional
parameter, and ln is the natural logarithmic operator. T
filter has a monotonically frequency-modulated carrier~a
chirp! with an envelope that is a gamma distribution fun
4121(1)/412/8/$10.00 © 1997 Acoustical Society of America
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tion, and hence the name ‘‘gammachirp.’’1 We use f r in-
stead of f c for the frequency parameter because the p
frequency of the amplitude spectrum varies withc, and to a
lesser extent,b andn. The equivalent rectangular bandwid
of the filter varies with stimulus level, but for convenienc
we associate the parameterb with stimulus level so that the
basic formula for filter width, ERB(f r)524.710.108f r , is
the same as in Eq.~1!.

The auditory filter shape is derived using the pow
spectrum model of masking~Fletcher, 1940; Patterson
1976!. In the experiment, the listener is required to detec
brief sinusoidal signal, referred to as a ‘‘probe’’ tone, in t
presence of a masker which is a noise with a spectral n
in the frequency region of the probe tone. This ‘‘notch
noise’’ has a constant spectrum levelN0 in a band below the
tone betweenf lmin and f lmax and in a band above the ton
betweenf umin and f umax. The level of the probe tone is varie
to determine the power required to make it just audi
~probe ‘‘threshold’’!, as a function of the width of the notc
in the noise. The details of the experiment and the criter
for threshold are described in Patterson~1976!. If the
‘‘shape’’ of the auditory filter~that is, its power spectrum! is
represented by the weighting function,W( f ), then the
power spectrum model is

Ps5K1N0

110 log10S E
f lmin

f lmax
W~ f !d f1E

f umin

f umax
W~ f !d f D , ~3!

wherePs is the power of the probe tone at threshold in d
andK is a constant which is related to the efficiency of t
detection mechanism following the auditory filter. Followin
Pattersonet al. ~1982!, a parameterr is introduced to limit
the dynamic range of the filter. The weighting function
associated with the power spectrum of the gammach
uGC( f )u

2, as follows:

W~ f !5~12r !•Wom~ f !•uGC~ f !u21r . ~4!

Here,Wom( f ) is the ‘‘ELC’’ correction recommended by
Glasberg and Moore~1990! to simulate the effects of the
outer and middle ears. The maximum absolute magnitud
W( f ) is normalized to unity~See Appendix B for the ana
lytic form of the amplitude spectrum of the gammachirp.!

B. Parameters and fitting procedure

We characterize the level dependence of the audi
filter shape in terms of the level dependence of the five
rameters of the gammachirp:n, b, c, K, andr . The auditory
filter becomes broader on the low side and sharper on
high side as stimulus level increases~Moore and Glasberg
1987!. Changes in the parametersn andb have little effect
on the asymmetry of the amplitude spectrum, andK andr do
not affect asymmetry since they are not filter paramet
Thus, the degree of asymmetry is primarily determined byc.
Rosen and Baker~1994! showed, in an analogous fit with th
roex auditory filter, that the level dependence can be sum
413 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 1, January 1997
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rized with a linear function. In our initial fit, then, we pro
vide two coefficients forc and one coefficient for each ofn,
b, andK.

The parametersn andb affect bandwidth reciprocally;
the bandwidth of the filter decreases, either whenn increases
or whenb decreases, and vice versa. We are mainly c
cerned with the filter shape around the center frequency
in this case we can fix eithern or b and let the other vary to
match the auditory filter shape. Preliminary simulations a
plied to several data sets and previous work with the ga
matone suggested that we begin by fixingn at the value 4.

The fitting procedure is broadly similar to the PolyF
procedure of Rosen and Baker~1994!. Thresholds were cal-
culated for a range of filters with center frequencies arou
the probe frequency. The value of the filter giving the high
signal-to-noise ratio was chosen as the threshold estimatPs

~Patterson and Nimmo-Smith, 1980!. We used the
Levenberg–Marquardt method~Presset al., 1988! to mini-
mize the squared error between the data andPs ; this is a
standard procedure for a nonlinear least-mean-square p
lem. This fitting procedure is referred to as the ‘‘gammach
fit’’ in the following.

C. Data sets

We began by applying the gammachirp fit to th
notched-noise masking data of Rosen and Baker~1994! be-
cause the results can be compared directly to their res
with the roex filter and the PolyFit procedure. We w
specify the data source in the following by the initials of t
subject and the probe frequency, for example, ‘‘LM at 20
Hz’’ for this data set which contains 78 tone-in-noise thres
olds. Rosen and Baker used total squared error in dB2 to
evaluate alternative fits. We will use rms~root-mean-
squared! error in dB; it is a more intuitive measure an
makes it easier to compare fits when the data sets have
ferent numbers of thresholds.

The gammachirp was also fitted to subsets of
notched-noise data reported in Lutfi and Patterson~1984!
and Mooreet al. ~1990!. The data from Lutfi and Patterso
are those of HM, RL, RM, and WW at 1000 and 4000 H
Each set contains 39 data points distributed over three
ferent noise levels, except for RM at 4000 Hz, where th
are 52 data points over four noise levels. The data of Mo
et al. ~1990! are those of CP at 200, 400, and 800 Hz. Ea
set contains 75 data points distributed over five noise lev

II. RESULTS

A. Rosen and Baker (1994)

Rosen and Baker~1994! fitted a wide range of roex filter
models to a set of masking data gathered with both pro
fixed and masker-fixed conditions to maximize the range
signal levels represented by the data. They discuss a su
of their fits for probe-dependent models with 24, 15, 10, 8
6, and 5 variable coefficients. The rms errors for the
thresholds are 1.15, 1.16, 1.19, 1.19, 1.19, 1.20, and 1
dB.2 The rms errors for masker-dependent models are m
greater than these values, and this is why they restricted t
attention to probe-dependent models. The focus of their
413T. Irino and R. D. Patterson: Gammachirp auditory filter
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cussion is the trade-off between number of free parame
and goodness of fit, and they conclude that a roex(p,r )
model with six coefficients is the most appropriate. Spec
cally, their fit employed one parameter for each ofpu andk,
and two for each ofpl and r l . The auditory filter shapes
produced by this fit are shown in Fig. 1 as a function
probe level. The lower side of the filter becomes consid
ably broader as level increases; the upper side is invaria

Column 7 of Table I shows rms error values~dB! ob-
tained with the gammachirp fit using probe-dependent m
els with various numbers of coefficients. The integers in c
umns 2–6 show the number of coefficients used for t
gammachirp parameter in that column. Following Rosen a
Baker, we used the absolute threshold value~22.7 dB! to
limit the minimum value of Ps . We also investigated

FIG. 1. The roex auditory filter shape as a function of probe level~30–60
dB SPL in 10-dB steps! with six variable coefficients@adapted from Rosen
and Baker~1994!#.
414 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 1, January 1997
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masker-dependent models, but found, like Rosen and Ba
that the rms errors were always much greater than those
the probe-dependent models. Consequently, we only c
sider probe-dependent models in what follows. The fit wi
out the parameterc, i.e., the gammatone fit, is shown in th
last row of Table I. The rms error is about 30% greater th
that of the gammachirp fits, indicating that the gammato
filter is not suitable as an asymmetric, level-dependent fil

The rms errors in column 7 are the same for ga
machirp models with between 4 and 7 variable coefficien
This indicates that the coefficients converge even with re
tively few coefficients. The rms errors with the gammach
are greater than those for roex models with six, seven,
eight variable coefficients~compare columns 7 and 8!, and
smaller for models with five variable coefficients. The ga
machirp model with four variable coefficients, wheren is
fixed to 4, produces the same rms error as the model w
five variable coefficients, where the estimated value ofn is
3.89. Accordingly, the model with four variable coefficien
seems sufficient to explain the masking data. Rosen
Baker do not report results with a four-coefficient mod
The fixed-n model also has advantages when fitting sma
data sets and when comparing coefficients obtained with
ferent data sets.

The coefficients for the four-coefficient model are list
in row ‘‘LM 2000’’ in Table II. The auditory filter shapes
produced by this fit are shown in Fig. 2 as a function
probe level. In the fitting process, the peak frequency of
amplitude spectrum varies with level, as described pre
ously; for clarity, however, the peak frequency is normaliz
to 2000 Hz in the figure by adjusting the value off r in Eq.
~2!. Below its peak frequency, the skirt of the gammach
auditory filter broadens substantially with increasing stim
lus level; above its peak frequency, the skirt sharpens a l
with increasing level. These shapes are quite similar to
roex filter shapes in Fig. 1, although there are small diff
rms
the

x. The
olumn:
of the

ults
TABLE I. Relationship between the number of filter coefficients and rms error. Columns 7 and 8 show
~root-mean-squared! errors in dB obtained with the gammachirp filter and the roex filter when fitting
probe-dependent model with various numbers of coefficients to all 78 data points in Rosen and Baker~1994!.
The rms errors in column 8 are calculated from the total squared errors in Rosen and Baker~1994!. The integers
in the first column show the total number of variable coefficients for both the gammachirp and the roe
integers in other columns show the number of coefficients used for the gammachirp parameter in that c
‘‘1’’ indicates a filter parameter that is constant across signal level and ‘‘2’’ indicates a linear dependence
parameter on signal level. The symbol ‘‘-’’ indicates anr value of2100 dB~practically zero in linear terms!;
‘‘ * ’’ indicates ann value of 4; ‘‘—’’ indicates no model fitted at that value. The last row shows the res
without parameterc, i.e., the gammatone fit.

Number of
coefficients

Gammachirp
roex

rms errorn b c K r rms error

10 2 2 2 2 2 1.18 1.19
9 2 2 2 2 1 1.27 —
8 2 2 2 1 1 1.29 1.19

7 2 2 2 1 - 1.33 1.19
6 1 2 2 1 - 1.33 1.20
6 2 1 2 1 - 1.33 —
5 1 1 2 1 - 1.33 1.42
4 * 1 2 1 - 1.33 —

4 1 2 0 1 - 1.72 —
414T. Irino and R. D. Patterson: Gammachirp auditory filter
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ences in the flatness around the peak frequency and in
variability of the upper skirt. Unlike the roex, the upper sk
of the gammachirp has the ‘‘backward S’’ shape observe
the dense threshold functions in Patterson~1976!. The gam-
machirp filter naturally introduces the physical constraints
realistic filters into the estimation of the auditory filter shap
The derived filter shapes are also in agreement with th
reported in previous studies~Lutfi and Patterson, 1984
Patterson and Moore, 1986; Moore and Glasberg, 1987!.

It also appears that we do not need the parameterr when
fitting the data of LM; absolute threshold is sufficient limit
the dynamic range of the fitting process. This is another
vantage of using the gammachirp fit.

FIG. 2. The gammachirp auditory filter shape as a function of probe le
~30–60 dB SPL in 10-dB steps! with four variable coefficients when applie
to the masking data of Rosen and Baker~1994!. The peak frequency is
normalized to 2000 Hz.
415 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 1, January 1997
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B. Other data sets

Following the results in the previous subsection, we a
plied several probe-dependent models to the notched-n
masking data of Lutfi and Patterson~1984! and Mooreet al.
~1990!. The models with four, five, and six variable coeffi
cients were fitted to each set of data. As before, the mo
with four variable coefficients proved most appropriate a
so we begin with it. Given their limited size, each set
masking data was fitted with seven different sets of init
values; the set that produced coefficients giving minim
mean squared error is listed with the rms error in Table II
is clear that the value ofb converges between 1 and 2 an
thatc is always negatively correlated with probe levelPs , as
in the previous fits for LM at 2000 Hz. The filter shapes a
similar to the shapes in Fig. 2 in terms of change in slo
with level, except for four conditions: the filter shape is a
most level independent for CP at 200 Hz and RM at 40
Hz; the upper slope changes as much as the lower slope
for HM at 1000 and 4000 Hz. The last two rows in Table
show the means and standard deviations of the param
values. Since the mean coefficients are close to those for
a ‘‘typical’’ auditory filter set resembles those shown in Fi
2 when the peak frequencies are normalized to unity. Th
the gammachirp with four variable coefficients provides
reasonable summary to the masking data in these data
although the rms errors are larger than those for the data
of LM.

For completeness, we also performed the gammachir
with five variable coefficients~1 n, 1 b, 2 c’s, and 1K! and
six variable coefficients~1 b, 2 c’s, 1 K, and 2r ’s!. Only
two of the models with five variable coefficients reduced t
rms error more than 5%, reductions that are negligible wh
compared with the variance in the data sets. Since abso
threshold values were not included in these fits, the mo
with level-dependentr was also applied to each set~i.e., six

el
obe-
of the
d
in
TABLE II. Rms errors and coefficients obtained with the gammachirp auditory filter when fitting a pr
dependent model with four variable coefficients. The first column specifies the data source by the initials
subject. CP represents data from Mooreet al. ~1990!; HM, RL, RM, and WW represent data from Lutfi an
Patterson~1984!; LM represents data from Rosen and Baker~1994!. The second column is probe frequency
Hz. The third column shows rms error in dB. The remaining columns show the best coefficients forb, c, and
K with n54 andr52100 ~dB!. The last two rows show the means and standard deviations forb, c, andK.

Subject Frequency rms error b c K

CP 200 4.72 1.19 20.59 20.0097Ps 2.82
CP 400 2.92 1.43 2.64 20.082Ps 21.15
CP 800 2.65 1.75 2.16 20.070Ps 24.35

HM 1000 4.04 1.17 8.43 20.180Ps 23.25
RL 1000 4.46 1.59 4.98 20.146Ps 211.70
RM 1000 2.93 1.21 5.27 20.148Ps 27.25
WW 1000 3.46 1.38 3.56 20.098Ps 26.64

LM 2000 1.33 1.68 3.38 20.107Ps 26.08

HM 4000 4.14 1.85 6.31 20.153Ps 27.67
RL 4000 5.10 1.75 5.17 20.182Ps 214.39
RM 4000 4.94 1.50 0.61 20.019Ps 23.63
WW 4000 2.75 1.79 4.18 20.110Ps 25.87

mean — — 1.51 3.88 20.109Ps 25.73
s.d. — — 0.24 2.46 0.057 4.51
415T. Irino and R. D. Patterson: Gammachirp auditory filter
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variable coefficients!. All of the derived values for the pa
rameterr were negatively correlated with probe levelPs and
were smaller than240 dB, even when the signal level wa
30 dB SPL. That is, the values are less than absolute thr
old, and so, absolute threshold is a more suitable limit to
dynamic range when fitting these data. Moreover, the
error was reduced more than 10% in only three cases. T
parameterr does not seem necessary to explain the gen
form of the masking data, and the model with four variab
coefficients seems sufficient to explain these masking d
as well as those of Rosen and Baker.

III. SUMMARY

A ‘‘gammachirp’’ function derived as an optimum aud
tory filter ~Irino, 1995, 1996! is shown to have an asymme
ric amplitude characteristic in frequency. Using the pow
spectrum model of masking, and the assumption that
asymmetry is associated with stimulus level, the amplitu
spectrum of the gammachirp was fitted to notched-no
masking data from 12 data sets reported in 3 different s
ies. A probe-dependent model with four variable coefficie
is shown to provide an excellent fit to the masking data. T
resultant gammachirp filter shape is similar to that obtain
with a six-coefficient roex filter by Rosen and Baker~1994!.
The gammachirp has a well-defined impulse response un
the roex auditory filter and, thus, it is an excellent candid
for an asymmetric, level-dependent auditory filterbank
time-domain models of auditory processing.3
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APPENDIX A: THE DERIVATION OF THE
GAMMACHIRP FUNCTION

The gammachirp function arose from consideration
the contrast between the traditional representation of so
the spectrogram, and the representation produced by aud
filterbanks designed to mimic the spectral processing of
cochlea. The contrast is set out in Sec. A of this Appendix
has led to the hypothesis that the time-frequency represe
tion of sound observed at the output of the cochlea is
intervening representation produced by the auditory sys
to support a subsequent ‘‘scale transform,’’ and that
function that minimizes uncertainty in the time-scale rep
sentation is the gammachirp. The scale transform and
gammachirp function are the subjects of Secs. B and C,
spectively.

A. The spectrogram and auditory filtering

The spectrogram is a typical example of a joint tim
frequency representation of sound. It is produced by conv
ing successive segments of the sound wave into spe
416 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 1, January 1997
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frames with a Fourier transform. There is a trade-off betwe
the resolution of time and the resolution of frequency in t
representation. The trade-off is known as the uncerta
principle, and Gabor~1946! showed that the function which
satisfies minimal uncertainty in the joint time-frequency re
resentation is a complex sinusoidal carrier with a Gauss
envelope. This ‘‘Gabor function’’ is symmetric in time an
symmetric in frequency; moreover, the frequency bands
have the same width in this time-frequency representatio

The spectral analysis produced by auditory filtering d
fers significantly from that produced by the Fourier tran
form: The impulse response of the auditory filter is asymm
ric in time with a fast rise and a slow decay~de Boer and
de Jongh, 1975; Carney and Yin, 1988!; the amplitude spec-
trum of the auditory filter is definitely not Gaussian~Patter-
son, 1976!, and at high sound levels, it is asymmetric wi
the lower skirt shallower than the upper skirt~Glasberg and
Moore, 1990!. The gammatone function@Eq. ~1!# provides a
much better fit to auditory filtering data than the Gabor fun
tion. It is clear, however, that to the extent that the gamm
tone differs from the Gabor function, it does not satisfy min
mum uncertainty in a joint time-frequency representation
sound. Moreover, the bandwidth of the auditory filter i
creases with center frequency; in the region above about
Hz, it is essentially a ‘‘constant-Q system,’’ that is, ban
width is proportional to center frequency~Greenwood, 1990;
Glasberg and Moore, 1990!.

It is possible that the auditory system is non-optim
because it has to satisfy some mechanical or physiolog
constraint that is not compatible with minimal uncertain
and which restricts the bandwidth to be a proportion of
center frequency. On the other hand, it seemed reason
on encountering the discrepancy between optimality and
ditory filtering, to explore the possibility that the auditor
system is optimal, but optimal for a different representat
of sound. It is this hypothesis that led to the ‘‘scale tran
form’’ and the derivation of the gammachirp function.

B. Scale analysis

Cohen ~1991, 1993! has suggested that ‘‘scale’’ is
physical attribute of a signal just like time and frequenc
and that a time-scale representation is more appropriate
Fourier analysis for ‘‘scaled’’ signals. A ‘‘scaled’’ signal i
simply one that is compressed or extended in time relativ
the original, as when a tape recording is replayed at a
faster or slower than that at which it was recorded. Coh
~1991! introduced a ‘‘scale transform’’ in the form of a
orthogonal Mellin transform~Titchmarsh, 1948! to produce
the scale representation. It is described in Sec. C. The Me
transform converts a scaled signal into~a! an invariant abso-
lute distribution in the scale representation, and~b! a value
specifying the scale value of the signal. When the speed
recording fluctuates on playback, it has a pronounced ef
on the pitch we hear, but the source of the sound is
perceived to change. This suggests that the ‘‘scale’’ va
and the ‘‘invariant distribution’’ of the Mellin transform may
be analogous to pitch and timbre in the auditory syste
Thus, the time-scale representation of sound could have
tinct advantages when analyzing systems where a vibra
416T. Irino and R. D. Patterson: Gammachirp auditory filter
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source with variable rate excites a complex resona
‘‘Source-filter’’ models of this sort are commonly used
explain the production of sound by the vocal tract~Fant,
1970! and musical instruments~Fletcher and Rossing, 1991!.

The scale transform can be applied to a sound w
directly. It is clear, however, that in the auditory system,
scale transform would have to be applied after auditory
tering. The wavelet transform is similar to the auditory fi
terbank inasmuch as it is a ‘‘constant-Q’’ system; both
envelope and the carrier of the impulse response scale
center frequency in these systems. The Mellin transform c
verts the individual wavelets into an invariant distribution
the scale representation. Thus, with a wavelet filterba
when a sound is scaled, its components shift to wavelet
ters that have been scaled by the same amount. So, the
puts of the scaled filters are exactly the same as the sc
versions of the outputs of the original filters. Both the sca
and unscaled filter outputs are transformed into the sa
distribution in the scale representation. Thus, the wav
filterbank is ‘‘transparent’’ to the scaling of sounds, and
this sense, the wavelet transform is optimal as a preproce
for the Mellin transform. This implies that the auditory fi
terbank would be a near optimum preprocessor for the M
lin transform.

The optimal relationship between the Mellin transfor
and the wavelet transform does not uniquely determine
form of the wavelet that produces minimal uncertainty in
joint time-scale representation; Clearly, the Gabor funct
does not; After Cohen~1991, 1993! adapted Klauder’s
~1980! results on affine variables in quantum mechanics
produce the scale representation for time domain functio
he showed that the optimal function for minimal uncertain
in a time-scale representation has a gamma envelope a
monotonically frequency-modulated carrier. In Cohen’s ca
the instantaneous frequency of the carrier starts at infi
and converges on zero as time proceeds. This solution is
suitable for relatively narrow-band applications like audito
filtering. This led Irino~1995, 1996! to introduce a frequency
shift term that makes it possible to model the bandwid
center-frequency function of the auditory system, and p
duce a narrow-band filter centered on a specific frequen
This, in turn, led to the derivation of the gammachirp fun
tion through the optimality constraint. This, then, is the log
for the time-scale representation of sound and the g
machirp function.

C. Mathematical derivation

a. The Mellin transform

The Mellin transform~Titchmarsh, 1948! of a signal,
s(t) ~t.0!, is defined as

S~p!5E
0

`

s~ t !tp21 dt, ~A1!

wherep is a complex argument. One of the important pro
erties is

if s~ t !⇒S~p!, then s~at!⇒a2pS~p!, ~A2!
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where the arrow~⇒! indicates ‘‘is transformed into’’ anda
is a real dilation constant. That is, the distributionS(p) is
just multiplied with a constanta2p when the functions(t) is
scaled in time. Ifp is denoted bypr1 jpi ,

a2p5a2~pr1 jpi !5a2pra2 jpi5a2pr exp~2 j ln pi !,
~A3!

wherej 5 A21, and exp and ln are the exponential and na
ral logarithmic operators. Sinceua2pS(p)u 5u a2pru •u S(p)u,
the absolute distributionuS(p)u is not affected by a scaling o
the signal, except for the constant that specifies the scal
the current signal; nor is it affected when the distribution
normalized.

b. Minimal uncertainty and operator methods

With the Mellin transform, questions concerning min
mal uncertainty in a joint representation are assessed
operator methods. They were introduced into signal proce
ing from quantum mechanics by Gabor~1946! because of the
similarity in mathematical formalism. The following is a tu
torial on operator methods based on the derivation of
Gabor function; it is adapted from Cohen~1991, 1993!.

Time and frequency operators are defined asT 5t and
W 52j (d/dt) in the time domain. When the operatorW is
applied to the functionAejvt, the result is

W Aejvt5S 2 j
d

dtDAejvt5v Aejvt. ~A4!

Thus, for a complex exponential, the operatorW introduces
the frequency termv. This is the essence of operator met
ods. The commutator between these operators is agai
operator; namely,

@T ,W #5T W 2W T 5tS 2 j
d

dtD2S 2 j
d

dtD t5 j .

~A5!

It is easy to prove by applying this operator to the functi
Aejvt. Since the commutator is not zero, time and frequen
do not commute. Thus, time and frequency cannot be m
sured independently and there is uncertainty between th
and in this case, it is

Dt•Dv> 1
2u^@T ,W #&u5 1

2u^ j &u5
1
2, ~A6!

where~D.!, u.u, and^.& denote the standard deviation, the a
solute value, and the average, respectively. Functions w
satisfy minimal uncertainty are solutions to the equation

~W 2^W &!s~ t !5l~T 2^T &!s~ t !, ~A7!

where

l5^@T ,W #&/2~DT !25 j /2~Dt !2. ~A8!

Using T 5t, W 52j d/dt, ^T &5^t&, and ^W &5^v&, Eq.
~A7! is expanded as follows:

S 2 j
d

dt
2^v& D s~ t !5l~ t2^t&!s~ t !;

j
d

dt
s~ t !1lts~ t !1~^v&2l^t&!s~ t !50;
417T. Irino and R. D. Patterson: Gammachirp auditory filter
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d

dt
s~ t !1

1

2~Dt !2
ts~ t !1S 2 j ^v&2

^t&
2~Dt !2D s~ t !50.

~A9!

The nontrivial solution is

s~ t !5a expS 2
1

4~Dt !2
t21

^t&
2~Dt !2

t1 j ^v&t D
5a8 expH 2

1

4~Dt !2
~ t2^t&!2J exp~ j ^v&t !, ~A10!

wherea anda8 are constants. This is the ‘‘Gabor function,
and the example shows how it was derived using the c
straint that the required function satisfy minimal uncertain
in a joint time-frequency representation.

c. The Mellin operator

Cohen~1991, 1993! introduced the concept of a sca
operator into signal processing in the form:

C5 1
2~T W 1W T !5T W 2 1

2 j . ~A11!

Previously it had been known as the operator representin
affine variable in quantum mechanics~Klauder, 1980!. The
corresponding transform, that is, ‘‘the scale transform’’~Co-
hen, 1993!, is

D~c!5
1

A2p
E
0

`

f ~ t !t2 jc21/2 dt. ~A12!

The correspondence between the scale transform and
Mellin transform is revealed by settingp52 jc1 1

2 in Eq.
~A1!. Thus, Cohen’s scale transform is the Mellin transfo
with a specific argument. In Eq.~A12!, the argument is re-
stricted in range; we can, however, extend it to cover
entire complex plane by the introduction of two real co
stantsc0 andm as follows:

p52 j ~c2c0!1~m1 1
2!. ~A13!

The corresponding Mellin operator is

C m5T W 1$c01 j ~m2 1
2!%. ~A14!

Since we are concerned with signal processing by an a
tory filterbank, we introduce a ‘‘frequency-shift’’ termv0
into the operator to specify the individual filters. The form
the operator becomes

C a5T ~W 2v0!1$c01 j ~m2 1
2!%. ~A15!

The frequency-shift term can be removed later followi
consideration of the fluctuation of components at the out
of the auditory filter~Irino, 1996!. The commutator betwee
time and this operator is

@T ,C a#5@T ,C m#5@T ,C #5 jT . ~A16!

The operators in Eqs.~A14! and ~A15! are not Hermitian
except whenm50; nevertheless, (C a2^C a&! is Hermitian
and, thus, the eigenvalue is real. The function that satis
minimal uncertainty between time and the quantity rep
sented by the operator in Eq.~A14! is the solution to the
equation

~C a2^C a&!s~ t !5l~T 2^t&!s~ t !, ~A17!
418 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 1, January 1997
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where

l5^@T ,C a#/2~DT !2&5 j ^t&/2~Dt !2. ~A18!

Equation~A15! expands to

tS 2 j
d

dtD s~ t !2~v01 ja1!ts~ t !1~2c11 ja2!s~ t !50,

~A19!

wherea15^t&/2(Dt)2, a25m21
22Im^ca&1^t&2/2(Dt)2, and

c15Rê ca&2c0 , Re and Im indicate the real and imagina
parts. The solution is

s~ t !5ata21 jc1 exp~2a1t1 jv0t !

5ata2 exp~2a1t !exp~ jv0t1 jc1 ln t !, ~A20!

where a is a constant. The envelopeta2 exp(2a1t)is a
gamma distribution functiong(t). The instantaneous fre
quency isv01c1/t; that is, a fractional function of time
When played as a sound, the carrier would be a chirp,
hence the name ‘‘gammachirp’’ function. Whenc150, Eq.
~A20! becomes a gammatone function. Thus, the gamma
function is a first order approximation to the gammach
function.

APPENDIX B: THE AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM OF THE
GAMMACHIRP FUNCTION

The Fourier spectrum of the gammachirp function c
be derived analytically. For convenience, we consider a s
plified version of the complex form of the gammachirp filt
in Eq. ~2!.

gc~ t !5atn21 exp~2b8t !exp~ jv r t1 jc ln t ! ~ t.0!

5atn211 jc exp~2b8t1 jv r t ! ~ t.0!, ~B1!

whereb852pb ERB(f r), v r52p f r , and the phase termf
is ignored. The Laplace transform of Eq.~B1! is

GC~s!5a
G~n1 jc !

$s2~2b81 jv r !%
n1 jc

5a
G~n1 jc !

us2~2b81 jv r !un1 jceju•~n1 jc !

5a
G~n1 jc !

us2~2b81 jv r !une2cu
•us2~2b81 jv r !u jcejnu ,

~B2!

whereu5arg$s2(2b81 jv r)%. Thus, the absolute value is

uGC~s!u5
uaG~n1 jc !u

us2~2b81 jv r !une2cu . ~B3!

Substitutings5 jv5 j2p f into Eq.~B3! to derive the ampli-
tude of the Fourier spectrum of the gammachirp function

uGC~ f !u5
uaG~n1 jc !u

ub81 j2p~ f2 f r !un
•ecu, ~B4!

whereu5arg$b81 j2p( f2 f r)%.

1Several auditory filters with gamma distribution envelopes and monot
cally frequency-modulated~FM! carriers have appeared recently. Firs
Lyon ~1996! has reported an ‘‘all-pole gammatone filter~APGF!’’ based on
reduction of zeros from the Laplace transform of the gammatone filte
thes plane. In this case, the intent was to simulate basilar partition mo
418T. Irino and R. D. Patterson: Gammachirp auditory filter
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‘as a function of stimulus level. Although the impulse response of
APGF is not mathematically equivalent to the gammachirp function, i
similar in having a monotonic FM carrier and a gamma distribution en
lope. Second, in an attempt to produce an asymmetric gammatone
Baker ~1995! replaced the pure-tone carrier with a monotonic FM carri
Again, the result is not strictly a gammachirp function, but the impu
response has an FM carrier and a gamma distribution envelope. Fin
Laine and Ha¨rmä ~1996! have suggested similar filters for an audito
filterbank on the Bark scale. The gammachirp function can be viewe
providing the theoretical background to the larger family of auditory filt
with gamma distribution envelopes and chirp carriers.
2In their paper Rosen and Baker~1994! presented total-squared-error valu
of 103.6, 105.0, 110.9, 110.9, 111.0, 111.9, and 158.1 dB2, respectively, for
these conditions.
3To construct such a filterbank, we would need to develop a mechanis
measure the output level of each filter on a moment to moment bas
specify the appropriate value ofc, and thus the filter’s asymmetry, at an
given moment. A mechanism of this sort has been developed by L
~1982! for a nonlinear filterbank simulating cochlear mechanisms. Thu
would not appear to be an insurmountable problem to develop one f
gammachirp filterbank. It is, however, beyond the scope of the pre
paper.
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